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I-34136 Trieste ITALY - Via Bonomea 265 - Tel. [+]39-40-37871 - Telex:460269 SISSA I - Fax: [+]39-40-3787528Otober 2010 - Entrane Examination: Condensed MatterSolve at least one of the following problems. Write out solutions learly and onisely.State eah approximation used. Diagrams welome. Number page, problem, and questionlearly. Do not write your name on the problem sheet, but use extra envelope.Problem 1: A triatomi hainConsider a simple model triatomi hain � for example three simpli�ed �hydrogenatoms" on an equilateral triangle. Eah atom is modeled as a single eletron plaed on anenergy level e0. From eah atom, the eletron an hop onto the two neighboring atomswith a matrix element −t, with t > 0. The eletrons are supposed to be non interating.The one-eletron Hamiltonian is therefore
H0 = e0

∑

i

|i〉〈i| − t
∑

ij

|i〉〈j|, (1)where |i〉 is the wavefuntion on atom i, i = 1, 2, 3, and j 6= i. One an also set in fullgenerality e0 = 0, t = 1.1. Diagonalize this triatomi hain Hamiltonian, �nd the eigenstates and their eigen-funtions, as linear ombinations of the three atomi states |1〉, |2〉, |3〉.2. Fill these eigenstates with the three eletrons, keeping into aount the Pauli prin-iple, and determine all ground state properties: a) the total energy; b) the spin.3. Now hange slightly the Hamiltonian by turning the hopping energy between atoms
1 and 2 from −t to −t(1 + x) with x small and positive, while leaving all the restunperturbed. Desribe the perturbative hange of the one eletron levels, of thetotal energy, and of the other properties of the system.4. Return to the unperturbed Hamiltonian and its ground state. Raise the total spinby one, and �nd the total energy of that exited state.5. Show that the system is invariant for rotations of 120◦ around an axis perpendiularto the plane of the moleule and passing through its enter. Disuss how thissymmetry an be used to lassify the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian using a quantumnumber that is analogous to a wave-vetor of a �nite 1D hain, and apply thislassi�ation to the ground and exited states disussed in this problem.6. (Optional). Would it be possible to stabilize a high spin state similar to that ofquestion (4) if one would onsider the mutual repulsion of two eletrons on thesame atom? Elaborate on this point. 1



Problem 2: The Landé g fatorLet us onsider an open shell atom or ion with a degenerate ground state, and indiatewith |LSJJz〉 the degenerate wavefuntions. LSJ label the eigenvalues of L
2, S

2 and J
2where L is the orbital angular momentum, S the spin angular momentum and J the totalangular momentum, respetively.1. Show that the energy annot depend on the projetion of the total angular momen-tum along the z axis ~Jz, whose disrete allowed values are −J ≤ Jz ≤ J .2. Show that, in addition to the magneti moment µS due to spin µS = −g0

e
2m

S,the ion has a magneti moment due to the orbital motion equal to µL = −aL and�nd the proportionality onstant a in terms of the eletron harge −e and mass m.(g0 ≈ 2 is the eletron gyromagneti ratio).3. Calulate the expetation value of 〈LSJJz|(L + g0S)|LSJJ ′

z〉 and show that it isproportional to the expetation value of 〈LSJJz|J|LSJJ ′

z〉 with a proportionalityfator g(LSJ) independent from Jz and J ′

z.Hint: Multiply both terms by 〈LSJJ ′

z|J|LSJJz〉 and sum over J and J ′

z.4. Whih are the possible values of the energy of this ion in a magneti �eld B parallelto the z axis?Hint: You an use �rst order perturbation theory to estimate the energy.5. Calulate these values for a Ce ion with L = 3, S = 1/2, J = 5/2 and taking g0 = 2.
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Problem 3: A partile in a one-dimensional potentialA partile of mass m in one dimension is known to have a time-independent probabilitydensity distribution:
n(x) = ce=2(ax2+bx4) (2)where c, a, and b are positive onstants.1. Write down the form of the most general wave-funtion ompatible with the givenprobability distribution.Assume now that the Hamiltonian of the system is of the form:

H = = ~
2

2m

∂2

∂x2
+ V (x). (3)2. Show that under this assumption the wave-funtion previously disussed is uniquelydetermined and that it has to be an eigenfuntion of the Hamiltonian. Explain whythe above assumption on the form of the Hamiltonian is essential to draw theseonlusions.3. Disuss whether the wave-funtion determined above an be an exited state of theHamiltonian or if it has to be the ground state.4. Determine the most general from of the potential onsistent with the wave-funtiondetermined above.5. Fix the additive, arbitrary onstant of the potential in suh a way thatV (0) = 0 anddetermine the ground-state energy orresponding to b = 0. Does the ground-stateenergy inrease, derease, or remain unhanged, when b > 0?6. Suppose that β ≪ α2 and determine how the �rst exitation energy depends on βin this limit.
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